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Two main takeaways
1. MARKET IMPROVEMENT (IF YOU HAVE ACCESS)
• Improved sales performance versus a year ago: 75 percent expect
revenue to increase this year (versus 62 percent last year); 9 percent
expect revenue to decline (down from 17 percent).
• Sales growth is slowing overall in line with China’s rate of GDP
growth slowing, but 40 percent of respondents still saw double-digit
sales growth last year.
• Sixty-four percent of companies saw improved profitability of their
China operations in the last year. Profit margins in China versus
operations in the rest of the world are a mixed bag – one-third
report their China operations do better than their operations in
other markets, one-third worse, one-third the same.
• Biggest restraints on profitability? Domestic competition, for the
sixth year in a row. No. 2 is government policies/regulation, No. 3 is
Rising costs.
• Thirty-six percent have increased market share versus three years
ago; 20 percent have lost market share.
• Rising costs are a concern for nearly 90 percent of companies. Clear
cost driver of most concern: human resources.
• Forty-eight percent of companies are expanding resources in China;
only 8 percent are contracting. But investment is focused on
expanding current facilities, commercial footprint, and headcount,
rather than investing in new facilities.
• Important context: 68 percent say growth prospects in China are
better than in other markets around the world; only 9 percent said
they are worse.
• The key question: Can you access the market?

2. POLICY ENVIRONMENT UNCERTAIN,
REGULATORY BARRIERS UNCHANGED
• Forty percent of companies are less optimistic about the business
climate than three years ago, only 11 percent are more optimistic.
• Main reason: China’s policy environment. 57 percent have seen no
impact from economic reforms announced 4 years ago.
• Tech transfer to gain market access is an acute issue for those who
face it; nearly 20 percent have been asked to transfer technology
during the past three years. JV requirements and government
approvals provide leverage to China.
• Ninety-four percent remain concerned about IP protection.
• Eighty-two percent are concerned about the impact of China’s cyber
and data regulations on business operations.
• A high-standard bilateral investment treaty (BIT) with China would
positively address each of the top 5 challenges.
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Competition with Chinese companies

Who are your competitors in China?

The challenges of competition with Chinese companies
has been a top concern for USCBC members for many
years.

95%

89%

68%

Competition has always been a top 10 issue, and
ranked No. 1 in 2004, 2010, and every year since 2014.
Issues related to competition – licenses and approvals,
investment restrictions, and uneven enforcement – also
consistently rank in the top 10.
Competition concerns are not unique to having stateowned enterprise (SOE) rivals. Most companies are
competing with private, non-state owned companies in
China (and other foreign companies), in addition to SOEs.
SOEs are receiving benefits that foreign companies
cannot, but half of companies report that their privatelyowned Chinese competitors also are receiving benefits
they cannot.
Increasing competition has led some companies to reduce
or stop planned investments in China. Competition from
domestic companies is the primary restraint on increased
profitability in China, followed closely by Chinese
government policies and regulations.

US and
other foreign
companies

Chinese nonstate owned
and private
companies

Types of benefits SOE competitors receive
Preferential
government financing

63%

Preferential licensing
and approvals

58%

Preferential access to
government contracts

53%
45%

Tax benefits

40%

Lower land costs

USCBC members seek a level playing field with all
Chinese companies, not just SOEs.

Other financial
subsidies

30%
28%

Lower utility costs
Preferential treatment
in policy enforcement

SOEs

25%
3%

Other

60%

40%
Yes

Chinese
state-owned
enterprises
(SOEs)

non-SOEs

Suspect but
not certain

55%

Suspect but not certain

26%
Yes
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Are Chinese
competitors
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Thirty-six percent of respondents have increased market
share versus three years ago; 20 percent have lost market
share.

26%

24%
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Biggest restraints on profitability

1	
  

Operating performance has improved versus a year
ago as consumer spending has remained strong and a
government “mini-stimulus” has helped industries and
commodities. Seventy-five percent of companies are
expecting a revenue increase this year, versus 62 percent
in 2016. Only 9 percent expect revenue to decline, versus
17 percent in 2016.
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Operating Environment

17%

Ninety-five percent of companies are profitable in China
(consistent with prior years), but profit margins in China
versus operations in the rest of the world are a mixed bag
-- one-third report their China operations do better than
their operations in other markets, one-third worse, onethird the same.
What were the biggest restraints on profitability?  
• Domestic competition, for the sixth year in a row
• Government policies/regulation
• Rising costs
Competition
from domestic
companies

PRC government
policies or
regulations

Rising costs

75%

Increase

16%

Remain
unchanged

Current year
revenue from China
is expected to ...
9%

Decrease
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Did
not
raise
wages

Rising costs

3%

Rising costs were a concern in 2017 for nearly 90 percent
of companies. The clear cost driver of most concern was
human resources.

18%

Increased
less than 5%

Wages continue to increase significantly year to year:
• Seventy-three percent raised wages between 5 and
10 percent in 2016, and another 5 percent raised
wages over 10 percent last year.
• Companies have reported similar increases since
2012, meaning that most have increased wages by at
least 5 percent every year for at least the last 6 years
– a cumulative increase in labor costs of at least 34
percent over that period.
Despite these regularly increasing costs, about half of
companies plan to expand head count in China in the next
year – a reflection of the growing market.

73%

Company head count
is expected to
47%

Expand

Estimated
percentage of
wage increases

Increased
5-10%

33%

Stay the
same

20%

Contract
Increased
more than
15%

Top cost concerns

Payroll taxes/
social insurance

11%

General inflation outlook
Materials
Tax burden
Environmental
compliance
Land purchase/rental
Product/operational
compliance
Human resources costs
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18%
21%
22%
25%

2%

10%

3%

Energy and utilities

Increased
10-15%

33%
43%

93%
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Resource
commitment
for the next 12
months will
8%
be curtailed

44%

not change

Investment
Most companies report that they will maintain or
accelerate their resource commitment to the market
in the coming year. Few companies reduced or
stopped an investment in China in the last year.

Did your company
reduce or stop planned
investment in China in
the past year?

Those accelerating their resource commitment plan
to expand their commercial footprint, increase
headcount, expand existing operations or
introduce new products or services. What
they’re not doing: investing in new
facilities in China.

17%
Yes

Companies that did reduce their
investments in China had a variety
of reasons for doing so:
• Global reductions in capital
investment
• Increasing market access
restrictions

83%
No

• Better business prospects in
other markets
• Competition from domestic
companies

48%
accelerate

Reasons your company reduced or stopped
planned investment in China in the past year
Reduced capital
investment
globally
Increasing
market accesss
restrictions

31%

23%

Better business
prospects in
another country

23%

Competition
from domestic
companies

23%
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View of the current business climate in China compared to three years ago
More optimistic

35%

39%

26%
2010

Less optimistic

38%

29%

30%
45%
32%
2011

26%
2012

No change

42%

38%

35%

40%

23%

22%

2013

2014

Outlook on
the China Market

38%

47%

48%

46%

39%

40%

16%

14%

12%

2015

2016

2017

Issues affecting five-year outlook
Policy and
regulatory
environment

China remains among the top 5 priority global markets
for almost 90 percent of companies, but their confidence
in their market prospects continues to soften.
While 84 percent remain optimistic or somewhat
optimistic in their 5-year outlook, nearly half of those
surveyed are less optimistic about the business climate
than three years ago, versus 11 percent who are more
optimistic.

72%
64%

Domestic market
growth

58%

Competitive
environment
Profitability of
China operations

48%
34%

Costs
Other

2%

73%
Better

10%
Worse

View of China’s
growth prospects
versus other
emerging markets
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Same
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Policy uncertainty
is undermining
confidence

48%

2015

57%

2016

57%

2017

no

China’s policy environment is viewed as the same
or worse than other markets. Policy issues cited
as protectionist include foreign investment
barriers, innovation policies, standards setting,
and secure and controllable technology
requirements.  

52%
43%
43%
yes

Has your company
seen tangible
benefits from
China’s economic
reform efforts?

• Fifty-seven percent have seen no impact
from economic reforms announced four
years ago.
• Twenty-four percent cite China’s policies
and regulations as the primary constraint
on increased profitability in the market.

36%
Worse

38%

26%
Better
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Same

View of China’s
policy environment
versus other
emerging markets
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Technology transfer
While most companies do not face outright tech transfer
requests, it is an acute problem for those that do.
For companies that do receive direct requests for tech
transfers:
• The request most frequently comes from a Chinese
partner, rather than a government entity. While
some of these requests may be a normal part of
commercial negotiations, in many cases the hand of
the Chinese government is behind these requests.
• Companies are sometimes able to mitigate the
requests by either maintaining control of the
technology or being paid an acceptable licensing fee.
In other instances, companies are able to transfer
only part of the technology requested.
• There are instances when companies are asked to
transfer technology and they cannot either get an
acceptable licensing fee or otherwise mitigate the
request. In those circumstances, companies choose
either to withdraw from the proposed transaction or
transfer the technology, even though unacceptable.

19%

said they have been directly asked to
transfer technology to China
Who asked for your technology
to be transferred?
67%

Company,
during
negotiations

33%

Central
government
entity

25%

Local
government
entity

How did your company respond?
It was unacceptable and we
withdrew from the proposed
business transaction

10%

It was unacceptable, but we
had to comply to do business

10%

It was unacceptable and we
mitigated the request, but still
had to transfer some tech

It was acceptable and we
transferred the tech
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IP infringement of greatest concern
22%

28%

Patent

28%

Trade secret

16%

Trademark

6%

Copyright

Other

Intellectual Property Rights protection
The vast majority of companies are concerned about
protecting their IP in China.

IP protection is slowly improving in China, but it remains
the fifth highest issue of concern.

Those concerns lead companies to make business
decisions to limit their risk exposure in the market by
limiting the types of products they sell in China and the
R&D they do there.

IP protection would be improved if China adopted
a tougher deterrent against piracy, such as criminal
penalties in cases of theft on a commercial scale.

Level of concern about IPR enforcement

Impact of IPR enforcement on the
type of activities undertaken in China
2017

2016
42%

34%

37%

Very
concerned

41%
39%

37%
32%

60%

Somewhat
concerned

38%
30%

N

ot

co
n

ce
r

ne
d

6%

Limits R&D
Limits products Limits products Limits products
activities in China manufactured in co-manufactured
sold in China
China
or licensed in
China

52%

40%

Remained
unchanged

Somewhat
improved

5%

Greatly imp
roved
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China’s IP protection
over the past year
3%

Somewhat
detriorated
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Concerns
about data flow
restrictions and
cybersecurity

14%

Not very
concerned

4%

Neutral

Risks to plant and worker safety
from potential cyber intrusions
Loss of sales in China due to
national security/protectionism
US-China political tensions
Impact of PRC VPN restrictions on
normal business operations
IP theft

17%
45%

31%

Somewhat
concerned

45%
46%
51%

Internet service within China
(speed, performance, accessibility
of non-Chinese websites)

53%

Consumer or company data theft

53%

Inability to utilize global
IT solutions or non-Chinese
cloud-based applications in China
Restrictions on cross-border data
flows in Chinese regulations

55%
65%

37%

Very
concerned
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2013

31%

Licensing

43%

Most companies (65 percent)
experience challenges with
licenses and approvals in
China.

43%
45%

69%
2014
2015
2016

57%
57%
55%

2017

Eighty percent report those
problems are occurring at the
central government level.

35%

65%

no

Almost three-fourths report
that China’s licensing reforms
have had no impact to date.

yes

Has your
company
experienced
licensing
challenges?

Where licensing
problem occurred
80%

38%

34%
8%

Central government

Provincial government

City, county, or district
government

Investment
zone officials

Impact of licensing reforms
23%

Positive
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67%

No impact so far

10%

Negative
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Respondent profile
• US and China-based perspectives
• Balance of industry sectors
• Experienced — 80 percent in China for 10 years or more

Type of operations in China

53%
China

47%

46%

Respondent
location

6%
Manufacturing

Services

Primary
Industries

Years doing business in China
Less than 5 years

3%
15%

5-10 years

15%

66%

11-20 years

40%
United
States

7%

Other

More than 20 years
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